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Abstract. Improving the quality of Machine Translation (MT) systems
is an important task not only for researchers but it is a substantial need
for translating companies to create translations in a quicker and cheaper
way. Combining the outputs of more than one machine translation systems is a common technique to get better translation quality because the
strengths of the different systems could be utilized. The main question
is to find the best method for the combination. In this paper, we used
the Quality Estimation (QE) technique to combine a phrase-based and
a hierarchical-based machine translation systems. The composite system
was tested on several language combinations. The QE module was used
to compare the outputs of the different MT systems and gave the best
one as the result translation of the composite system. The composite
system gained better translation quality than the separated systems.
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Introduction

In the past few years Machine Translation (MT) systems have undergone significant changes. The goal of the researchers was to create better and better
translations, which lead them to implement numerous MT systems based on the
actual technological brands (e.g. rule-based MT, statistical MT, syntactical MT,
neural MT). These methods have different advantages, therefore these systems
could be used for different problems with high efficiency. For example, the rulebased MT system is more efficient when translating between inflected languages,
because it is able to generate inflected word forms based on language specific
grammar rules. However it is not able to translate unknown words effectively,
which is the strength of SMT systems. Combining different kinds of MT systems can join their advantages and reduce the deficiency of the systems. The
combined result can achieve better quality than the original MT systems.
Recently, there have been several experiments in combining outputs from
different MT systems [1, 10, 13, 16]. These combinations can be realized in many
ways. One of these methods is to build a word-level confusion network from

hypotheses translations [12], others work on sentence-level [10]. There are differences in the alignment methods used for the generation of the confusion network [6, 15, 17, 18, 20].
The novelty of our system is that we used sentence level quality estimation (QE) calculation for the phrase-based (PB) and hierarchical-based (HB)
MT system outputs to choose the best translation. The QE (see Figure 1) estimates the quality of the MT translated segment without reference translation.
It is based on a statistical model trained by regression analysis. Quality indicators are extracted based on the source segment, the machine translated segment
and inner parameters of the MT system. The QE model is trained based on
these indicators and on human or automatic evaluation scores. After all, using
the trained statistical model, we can predict the quality of the new unseen segments. In our research we translated the source segments with two different MT
systems, then using a QE model we chose the better quality translation as the
final MT output.
The structure of this paper is as follows: First, we discuss the related work.
Then, we shortly introduce the quality estimation approach. After this, we explain our methods and experiments in detail. Finally, our results and conclusions
are described.
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Related Work

The most common combination method is using confusion network decoding
method to combine and choose the best translation outputs from multiple MT
systems. A word-level alignment method is to select a monolingual reference
against a hypothesis. Then, using this alignment, a confusion network is built
from the hypotheses [13, 19]. For this task, Rosti et al. [18] and Heafield et al. [6]
used the TER [20] algorithm, Okita et al. [15] used the BLEU [17] method.
Rosti et al. used an incremental word-based alignment method to build a confusion network. The alignment is based on the TER algorithm. This incremental
alignment uses a pair-wise hypothesis. All alternative translation hypotheses
are aligned against a ”skeleton” hypothesis independently. Then, using the incremental alignment decoding, confusion networks are built from the union of
hypotheses alignments. Heafield et al. [6] improved the confusion network decoding with phrase-level alignment. Huang and Papineni [7] created a hierarchical
system combination strategy. This approach can combine MT hypotheses on
word, phrase and sentence levels.
In our research, we used the QE approach to combine the MT outputs.

3

Quality Estimation

In the QE [21] task (see Figure 1), we extract different kinds of quality indicators
from the source and translated sentences without using reference translations.
Following the research of Specia et al. [21], we can separate different feature

categories. The first class contains the complexity features (e.g. number of tokens in the source segment), which are extracted from the source sentences. To
the second class we extract fluency features (e.g. percentage of verbs in the target sentences) from the translated sentences. The third category includes the
adequacy features (e.g. ratio of percentage of nouns in the source and target)
extracted from the comparison of the source and the translated sentence. Finally, we can also extract features from the decoder of the MT system, namely
confidence features (e.g. features and global score of the SMT system).

Fig. 1. Quality Estimation model

From another perspective the features could be divided into two main groups:
“black-box” and “glass-box” features. The features extracted from the inner parameters of the MT system are called “glass-box” features. Definition of these
features requires access to the MT system, but in most cases the internal accessibility of the systems is not allowed. The features which do not depend on
the MT inner parameters are the “black-box” features. These features make decisions based on the source and the hypothesis translation only. Since in our
experiments we have translations from different MT systems, we use only the
“black-box” features.
Thanks to the regression analysis, the QE system is able to predict the quality
of the MT output compared to any measure score using the extracted quality
indicators and features. Ideally, this measure would be human evaluation, but it
is expensive and time-consuming. That is why standard automatic metrics (e.g.
BLEU [17], OrthoBLEU [5], TER [20], etc.) are used to determine the quality
of a translation. One of the advantages of the QE model is that it does not
require reference translations for quality prediction, therefore it is an applicable
and fully automatic solution to combine different kind of MT systems.
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Introducing the used MT systems

Thanks to the QE technique, it is possible to create any number and any types of
multiple MT systems. In this paper we used phrase-based (PB) and hierarchicalbased (HB) statistical machine translation systems.

PBMT [11] systems rely on statistical observations derived from those phrase
alignments which are automatically extracted from parallel bilingual corpora.
The main reason to use SMT is its language independent behavior, which can
be used successfully in the case of language pairs with similar syntactic structure and word order. PBMT is a solution to handle local reordering, but it has
difficulties with long distant ones. HBMT [3] tries to solve this reordering issue.
HBMT is the extension of the PBMT. While PBMT uses a phrase-to-phrase
stack decoder, HBMT uses context free grammar based chart decoder. This
technique helps HBMT to learn reordering patterns in a partially lexicalized
form. For example the English-French negation is stored as don’t X → ne X
pas, where X can be replaced by any verb phrase.
If we compare the PB an HB systems, we can observe that their performance
highly depends on the language pairs and the domain of the corpus. This explains
why a HB system is not able to outperform the PB system in all cases (shown
in Table 2). Consequently more robust MT systems can be created by choosing
the better translation from the outputs of these two MT systems.
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Methods and Experiments

In this section we will describe our experimental setups. First of all we will show
the settings of the translation systems and after that the settings of the quality
estimation system. Finally the system combination will be presented.
5.1

Dataset

We performed experiments on four language pairs, where English was the source
language and the target languages were Hungarian, German, Italian and Japanese.
These language combinations gave us a wide overview of the performance of the
system, since the structure of these languages is very different. The wide overview
was also supported by the used corpus, which was built from four domains (car
industry documentation, European Parliament documentations, IT and industrial product documentation). The IT or the industrial documents contained
mostly short segments, while the segments in law texts usually included more
than 20 words. The biggest parts of the corpora were given by a translation company, therefore this part is not open-source. In order to make our experiments
reproducible, one of our corpora was an open-source one: The Acquis Communautaire multilingual parallel corpus4 used in the case of English-German translation. The exact size of the resources are shown in Table 1. The segments in
each text are unique without repetitions. Also there are no overlapped segments
between the train and the test sets.
5.2

Machine Translation system setup

First of all, preprocessing was made on the training set, which included tokenization and truecaseing. The word alignment was created with GIZA++ [14].
4
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Table 1. Corpora used in the experiment
# of MT # of QE # of QE
test
training training
segments segments segments
Hungarian (en-hu) car industry
240,000
6,000
1,500
German (en-de)
law
1,000,000
5,250
1,300
Italian (en-it)
product description 800,000
3,143
785
Japanese (en-ja) IT
1,000,000
3,169
790

Language pair
English
English
English
English

-

Domain

Both phrase-based and hierarchical machine translation systems were realized
by Moses [9]. This system was used for building 5-gram translation models as
well. The 3-gram language models were built by the IRSTLM [4] tool. Our
translation system could handle XML markups correctly, thanks to the m4loc
architecture [8]
5.3

Quality Estimation system setup

In our research, we used automatic evaluation metrics for building QE models,
i.e. BLEU [17], OrthoBLEU [5] and OrthoTER scores. It means that our QE
systems will predict a float number between 0 and 1 based on these metrics. The
OrthoBLEU and OrthoTER methods work on character level, therefore these
perform better than BLEU in the case of agglutinating and compounding languages like Hungarian. If the translation fails only at inflections, the BLEU gives
a low-score, even if the stem is translated correctly. In such cases OrthoBLEU
scores are more accurate.
As it was presented in Section 3, feature extraction is needed to build the QE
model. For this task we applied the QuEst [21] system. We used only “black box”
and language independent features to create the proper QE models for both MT
systems for all four languages. In our research 67 features were applied, which
were developed by Specia et. al. [21]. These 67 features contain adequacy and
fluency features (number of tokens in source and target segments, percentage of
source 1–3-grams observed in different frequency quartiles of the source side of
the MT training corpus, average number of translations per source word in the
segment as given by IBM-1 model [2], etc.).
For QE model training, we tried several regression methods, for example
support vector regression, decision trees and rules, Gaussian process etc. The
Gaussian process (GP) with RBF Kernel gained the highest performance, thus
in the results section we show only the GP scores.
For Hungarian, an optimization task (referred to as en-hu-opt) has been
applied. According to the research of Yang et. al [23, 22] an additional 60 features
were added, from which 53 were developed by the authors of this paper. These
features were language specific features (ratio of percentage of verbs and nouns
in the target, percentage of nouns in the target, etc.), n-gram features (perplexity
of the target, log probability of the target, etc.), error features (percentage of
unknown words in the target, percentage of XML tags in the target, etc.) and

semantic features (WordNet features, dictionary features, etc.). In the evaluation
section we will compare the results of the basic and the optimized systems.

Fig. 2. Composite decoder architecture

5.4

Composite Translation System

The composite translation system was built from the PBMT and HBMT systems.
The architecture of the system is shown in Figure 2. First of all, the input
segment translation is processed by the PBMT and the HBMT modules, then
the appropriate QE modules predict an evaluation score for these translations.
Finally, the system chooses the better translation based on the estimated rate,
which will be the final output of the composite system.
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Results and Evaluation

In our experiments, the QE train and test sets were translated with both MT
systems. Based on the source and the translated sentences, the QE features have
been extracted, then the GP regression was trained on one of the automatic evaluation metrics. Finally, the QE scores of the test sets were predicted. These steps
were performed on the four language pairs and the three evaluation metrics. In
Table 2, we can see the BLEU, OrthoBLEU and OrthoTER scores of the PBMT
and the HBMT systems separately and the scores of the composite MT (Co
MT). One more row is shown, namely the Max MT, which means the theoretical maximum score for Co MT translation, if the QE model would be perfect.
Co MT system outperforms PBMT and HBMT systems in every cases.
During the deeper evaluation of the composite system, we took a closer look
at the performance of the translation selection module. The precision, the recall
and the F-measure were calculated both for the PB and for the HB selection cases

Table 2. Evaluation scores of the combined MT systems

BLEU
mean score ↑

OrthoBLEU
mean score ↑

OrthoTER
mean score ↓

PB MT
HB MT
Co MT
max MT
PB MT
HB MT
Co MT
max MT
PB MT
HB MT
Co MT
max MT

en-hu
0.5156
0.6157
0.6360
0.6702
0.7381
0.7679
0.7795
0.8023
0.2903
0.2193
0.2085
0.1848

en-hu-opt
0.5156
0.6157
0.6375
0.6702
0.7381
0.7679
0.7788
0.8023
0.2903
0.2193
0.2108
0.1848

en-de
0.6288
0.4808
0.6302
0.6475
0.6757
0.6221
0.6788
0.6979
0.3574
0.4170
0.3540
0.3349

en-it
0.7513
0.6998
0.7525
0.7660
0.8202
0.7993
0.8246
0.8374
0.1669
0.1995
0.1662
0.1542

en-ja
0.5945
0.6044
0.6057
0.6458
0.5361
0.5536
0.5553
0.5832
0.4281
0.4075
0.4055
0.3769

as well. With these statistics, the performance of the quality predication could
be measured. The last row contains the system level accuracy of the selection
method, which means how many times the system chose the right one of the
compared translations. For the calculation of F-measure, we counted as a positive
predication when the PB and the HB translations were identical. This is the
reason why F-measure could be higher than accuracy in the case of both systems.
These results are shown in Table 3. In most cases, our QE models are able
to estimate with high accuracy. It is interesting to see that the precision of the
selector metric is above 80% in the case of word-level metric and it is above
∼ 72% in the case of character level measures. From these numbers we could see
that the problem is with the recall of the MT system which has the lower quality.
In most cases recall is near 65%, which could be an answer for the decrease of
the accuracy of the Co MT system.
In the case of the comparison of the basic Hungarian model to the optimized
Hungarian model, we used the statistical correlation, the MAE (Mean absolute
error) and the RMSE (Root mean-squared error) evaluation metrics. The correlation ranges are from -1 to +1; the correlation is better if it is closer to the edge
of the range. In the case of MAE and RMSE metrics, closer values to 0 mean a
better QE model.
In Table 2 we can see that in the case of the BLEU metric ∼ 2% higher
correlation was reached with the optimized feature set. It could also be noticed,
that in Table 4 the optimized Hungarian BLEU model could make higher accuracy prediction than the basic Hungarian BLEU model. The features we used for
optimization were word-based features, hence only the optimized BLEU model
could gain higher accuracy.
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Conclusion

We created a composite machine translation system, which combines the output
of multiple machine translation systems based on sentence-level quality estima-

Table 3. Evaluation of the performance of the composite system

PB
Precision
HB
PB
Recall
HB
BLEU
PB
F-measure
HB
System accuracy
PB
Precision
HB
PB
Recall
OrthoBLEU
HB
PB
F-measure
HB
System accuracy
PB
Precison
HB
PB
Recall
OrthoTER
HB
PB
F-measure
HB
System accuracy

en-hu
88.224%
81.707%
64.809%
94.783%
74.725%
87.761%
80.067%
81.261%
79.834%
64.986%
90.244%
72.218%
84.720%
76.867%
85.714%
80.168%
59.627%
94.260%
70.330%
86.645%
78.400%

en-hu-opt
85.662%
82.979%
68.328%
93.103%
76.020%
87.750%
80.400%
78.547%
80.394%
67.003%
88.086%
72.317%
84.064%
76.267%
82.305%
80.833%
62.112%
92.287%
70.796%
86.181%
78.000%

en-de
85.229%
96.790%
98.810%
67.703%
91.518%
79.675%
84.615%
71.736%
97.324%
98.794%
52.980%
83.118%
68.611%
71.846%
73.132%
97.066%
98.712%
54.014%
84.018%
69.406%
73.077%

en-it
93.808%
97.513%
98.072%
92.114%
95.892%
94.737%
92.229%
90.997%
94.679%
95.773%
88.812%
93.324%
91.652%
88.025%
91.081%
95.644%
96.700%
88.441%
93.807%
91.902%
88.662%

Table 4. Optimized BLEU Hungarian model

PB
Correlation
HB
PB
BLEU MAE
HB
PB
RMSE
HB

en-hu
0.6667
0.5926
0.1809
0.1953
0.2266
0.2402

en-hu-opt
0.6884
0.6199
0.1730
0.1888
0.2196
0.2341

en-ja
90.846%
86.483%
84.976%
91.821%
87.813%
89.072%
81.519%
92.647%
85.894%
83.306%
93.893%
87.728%
89.716%
82.152%
94.559%
86.915%
84.140%
95.606%
89.046%
91.053%
84.304%

tion. In our experiments, phrase-based and hierarchical-based MT systems were
combined, but with this technique any kind and number of systems could be
combined. Quality estimation method with “black-box” features was used for
the combination. The composite system was tested on four different language
pairs. Results showed that our Co MT system gained better final translation
quality compared to PBMT and HBMT systems in any experiments. In the case
of English-Hungarian language pairs, some language dependent QE features were
integrated to the Hungarian QE model, which led us to better prediction.
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